Student Name (print) __________________________________________________

Term:____________________________

Course:___________________________________________________________________

Period:__________________________

Read your syllabus in full, then initial the following items as you have completed and
understand them, accepting the challenges and responsibilities of this class in order to
achieve your greatest academic potential.
__________I have read the syllabus for the course listed above and understand the expectations of the
class. I either do not have any unanswered questions about the syllabus or have asked them prior to
signing this document. I will keep the syllabus in the front of my notebook and use it as a guide
throughout the year.
__________I have created a Khan Academy account and/or have logged in and gone to
khanacademy.org/coaches (or clicked the “coaches” tab from my profile) and entered the coach
code specific to this course, as listed at the top of my syllabus. I have my log‐in information written
down somewhere safe so that I can easily recover it. I know to check Khan Academy daily for new
assignments, which could take the form of videos to watch, articles to read, or exercises to work. I
will seek mastery of topics in the appropriate mission to help me review throughout the term and
reinforce my knowledge.
__________I have created a Turnitin.com account and/or logged in, clicked on “Enroll in a class” and
entered the numeric class ID and case‐sensitive password listed at the top of my syllabus. I have my
log‐in information written down somewhere safe so that I can easily recover it. I know not to wait
until the last minute to submit assignments using this platform, and instead will submit them early
to take advantage of the excellent revision tools and tips this resource provides, including grammar
and plagiarism checks.
__________I understand that the final grade for this course will be determined by total points earned
on all assignments out of total points possible, with tests and/or large assignments worth 100
points each, the final exam or project worth 200 points, and homework, quizzes and other
assignments varying from 5 to 50 points in value.
__________I know to arrange for make‐ups before I miss class and acknowledge that generally make‐
ups will be more difficult than the original assignment. I also understand that on a third unexcused
absence or a 6th total absence I may be withdrawn from the class. I also understand that in case of
absence, it is my responsibility to get any notes or materials I may have missed in a timely manner
so that I do not fall behind.
__________I understand the importance of organization and reflection, and will keep an organized
notebook specific to this course that will be submitted for regular notebook checks, typically on test
days. I will be diligent about writing the date on any notes I take or problems that I work, and will
clearly label the title and number of the textbook section or Khan Academy lesson that any problem
sets come from at the top of the page, so that they can easily be referred back to for questions,
review, and/or submission.

Student signature _______________________________________________ Date __________________
Return this page to Mrs. Brewer, signed, no later than Friday November 10.

